The current paper describes visually the system of CBF measurement by continuous ASL using schematic illustration. I also discussed the effects of the parameters used in continuous ASL to CBF values as measured with ASL-MRI. 
Background
Arterial spin-labeling magnetic resonance imaging (ASL-MRI) is a non-invasive imaging method to evaluate brain perfusion [1, 2] . ASL-MRI requires no contrast media or any other extrinsic tracer administration because it uses the blood water molecule as an intrinsic tracer. In brief, ASL-MRI initially applies inversion radiofrequency pulses proximal to the brain and then images the brain where the arterial blood with the inverted magnetization perfuses into the brain microvasculature. To accomplish this scheme, ASL-MRI includes 2 essential components of the MRI sequences: the spin-labeling sequence and the image acquisition sequence [1, 2] . These sequences are combined and used for obtaining three sets of images; the reference images, the labeled images, and the control images. At the first step, the reference images of the brain are taken with the imaging data acquisition sequence. At the second step, the labeled images are acquired using both the spin-labeling and the image acquisition sequences with the following methods: 1) applying an inversion pulse at the cervical area and labeling the arterial blood just before travelling into the brain by inverting the spin of the hydrogen nucleus of the water molecules; 2) waiting for the spin-labeled arterial blood to perfuse throughout the brain (post labeling delay, or PLD) [3] , 3) performing the sequence of the imaging data acquisition which takes images of the brain. At the third step, the control images are obtained with the same process used in taking the labeled images after the unlabeled arterial blood perfuses in the brain. In fact, the labeled images exhibit only slightly lower signal values than control images depending on the perfusion rate of labeled arterial blood. To extract this tiny difference, the subtraction images, which will represent cerebral blood flow (CBF)-weighted images, are calculated by subtracting the labeled images from the control images. Finally, the CBF maps are generated from the subtraction images calibrated by the signal intensity of the arterial blood with full relaxed magnetization per unite measured from the reference images.
ASL-MRI can be broadly divided into two types according to the spin-labeling technique used. These are continuous ASL (CASL) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and pulsed ASL (PASL) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . CASL involves repeatedly applying an inversion pulse over a small area and continuously labeling the arterial blood that flows into that area, whereas PASL involves applying an inversion pulse over a relatively wide area and labeling all of the arterial blood in that area at once.
CASL has the advantage of having a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared with PASL (theoretically, approximately 2.71 times that of PASL [10, 14] ). As a general rule, CBF is approximately 60 mL/100 g/min, which means that in 1 second, 1 mL of arterial blood perfuses into the brain tissue; even if roughly calculated, it is only 1% of the signal intensity of the brain tissue. In this respect, a high SNR is important. On the other hand, applying a continuous inversion pulse is a technique that exhibits a high specific absorption rate (SAR), and may be technically difficult for the hardware to perform. In particular, concerns have arisen regarding patient safety at 3.0 Tesla. However, recent developments in pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) [4] , a technique in which an intermittent inversion pulse is applied at regular intervals, has enabled its clinical application with 3.0-Tesla MRI devices, and it is expected that it can be used in future with 7.0-Tesla ultra-high magnetic resonance devices. Furthermore, commercial versions of 3D ASL [5] have become available, combining imaging technologies such as the 3D-spiral FSE method, which acquires images of the whole brain, as well as the background suppression method that suppresses signals from the stationary tissue unrelated to perfusion [15] . While we will leave the details of these technologies to other papers and handbooks, we will briefly explain the equations to calculate absolute CBF in continuous ASL in the present paper.
Quantitative equation of cerebral blood flow by continuous ASL
CASL developed by Detre was the original ASL model [1] . To begin with, they performed a study using rat subjects; thereafter, they added improvements such as including a delay period in the sequence following spin-labeling and attempting to quantify CBF in humans [3] . Dai et al. proposed a sequence to acquire images in CASL, namely pCASL [4] , and they succeeded in overcoming the aforementioned technological limitations associated with applying a continuous inversion pulse. Other subsequent improvements were added and a commercial version of 3D ASL was launched. Here we will explain the system of CBF measurement by continuous ASL proposed by Järnum et al. using the equation below [5] .
Here f refers to CBF, and S ctrl, S lbl, and S ref refer to the signal intensity of the control images, label images, and reference images, respectively; T 1b and T 1g refer to the T1 values of the arterial blood and grey matter, respectively, α refers to spin labeling efficiency, λ is the brain-blood coefficient of the water, τ is the duration of the labeling application, w is the PLD, and t sat is the time of water suppression pulse application used to acquire the reference images.
To help understand this equation, a schematic diagram will be used ( Figure 1) . One gram of a brain tissue block has one arterial branch passing through its center. The longitudinal magnetization of 1 mL of the arterial blood within the blood vessel is M 0B , and inside the blood vessel, arterial blood flows at a blood flow volume f (mL/g/s) ( Figure 1A) . Next, the labeling slab is set below the brain tissue block, i.e., upstream of the arterial blood and the inversion pulse is initiated (elapsed time = 0 s) ( Figure 1B) . Thereafter, once the inversion pulse is applied continuously for τ seconds ( Figure 1C ) (1) Here f refers to CBF, and S ctrl , S lbl , and S ref refer to the signal intensity of the control images, label images, and reference images, respectively; T 1b and T 1g refer to the T1 values of the arterial blood and grey matter, respectively, a refers to spin labeling efficiency, l is the brain-blood coefficient of the water, t is the duration of the labeling application, w is the PLD, and t sat is the time of water suppression pulse application used to acquire the reference images.
To help understand this equation, a schematic diagram will be used (Figure 1) . One gram of a brain tissue block has one arterial branch passing through its center. The longitudinal magnetization of 1 mL of the arterial blood within the blood vessel is M 0B , and inside the blood vessel, arterial blood flows at a blood flow volume f (mL/g/s) ( Figure 1A) . Next, the labeling slab is set below the brain tissue block, i.e., upstream of the arterial blood and the inversion pulse is initiated (elapsed time=0 s) ( Figure 1B) . Thereafter, once the inversion pulse is applied continuously for t seconds ( Figure  1C ) arterial blood flows at a blood flow volume f, resulting in a total amount of labeled blood after elapsed time t of f·t (mL). After the labeled blood is inverted, it is recovered with the arterial blood T1 value (T 1b ). As a result, the micro-volume of arterial blood f·dt (mL) flowing from the labeled region at a very short time immediately after starting labeling has a magnetization intensity of M 0B (1-2e -t/T1b ) after t seconds. Next micro-volume of arterial blood f·dt (mL) flowing after a short time of 2×dt seconds of starting labeling has a magnetization intensity of M 0b (1-2e -(t-dt)/T1b ). Another micro-volume of arterial blood f·dt (mL) after 3×dt seconds has a magnetization intensity of M 0b (1-2e -(t-2dt)/T1b ). Therefore, it has a magnetization intensity of M 0b (1-2e -dt/ T1b ) immediately before completion of labeling.
Thereafter, one waits until this labeled blood reaches and perfuses brain tissue (several background signal suppression pulses as well as several inferior saturation pulses to suppress inflowing arterial blood spins after labeling are applied during this delay period [5] ). The labeled images are taken after (t+w) seconds have elapsed. At this time, the overall volume of magnetization intensity of all labeled blood is 9 seconds of starting labeling has a magnetization intensity of M0b (1-2e -(τ-dt)/T1b ). Another micro-volume of arterial blood f･dt (mL) after 3×dt seconds has a magnetization intensity of M0b(1-2e -(τ-2dt)/T1b ).
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Thereafter, one waits until this labeled blood reaches and perfuses brain tissue (several background signal suppression pulses as well as several inferior saturation pulses to suppress inflowing arterial blood spins after labeling are applied during this delay period 5 ). The labeled images are taken after (τ+w) seconds have elapsed. At this time, the overall volume of magnetization intensity of all labeled blood is Figure 1D ). Based on the indefinite integral
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The control images with double inversion pulse application are taken simultaneously ( Figure 1E ). At this time, the overall volume of magnetization intensity of unlabeled arterial blood is M0b･f･τ. Accordingly, the measured longitudinal magnetization difference, ΔM, is acquired by subtracting ( Figure 1D ). Based on the indefinite integral 9 seconds of starting labeling has a magnetization intensity of M0b (1-2e -(τ-dt)/T1b ). Another m of arterial blood f･dt (mL) after 3×dt seconds has a magnetization intensity of M0b(1 Therefore, it has a magnetization intensity of M0b (1-2e -dt/T1b ) immediately before c labeling.
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The control images with double inversion pulse application are taken simultaneously ( Figure 1E ). At this time, the overall volume of magnetization intensity of unlabeled arterial blood is M 0b ·f·t. Accordingly, the measured longitudinal magnetization difference, DM, is acquired by subtracting labeled images from control images as shown below ( Figure 1F ).
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However, in actual practice, since the rate of spin labeling by inversion pulse is not 100%, ΔM is lower than the theoretical value of
To correct this, the spin labeling rate is multiplied by α.
ΔM on the left side of equation (4) is calculated from the difference in signal intensity values between the control and labeled images (Sctrl-Slbl). If the repetition time is TR, the effective echo time is TE, and the T2 value of the grey matter is T2g, the equation is as follows:
On the other hand, M0 included on the right side of the equation (4) uses λ the brain
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Proton-density-weighted images (PD images) are used for M 0 measurement. However, t signal range may be exceeded when standard PD images are used 16 . Therefore, the refe The elapsed time when the continuous inversion pulse has been applied to the labeling slab is set at 0. (C) After elapsed time of τ s, one waits until completion of the continuous inversion pulse on the labeling slab (the several selective and nonselective saturation pulses are applied during this time). Capacity of labeled blood is f·τ (mL). Furthermore, as the labeled blood is recovered with T 1b , the arterial blood T1 value, magnetization intensity per 1 mL after inversion pulse application is expressed as -M 0b (1-2e -t/T1b ). (D) The labeled images are taken after elapsed time of (τ+w) sec. At this time, the total volume of magnetization intensity of labeled blood is ∫ w τ+w f·M 0b ·(1-2 e -t/T1b ) dt. (E) Next, control images to which the inversion pulse has not been applied are taken at the same time. At this time, the total volume of magnetization intensity of the unlabeled arterial blood is M 0b ·f·τ. (F) For the actual signal difference, ΔM obtained by subtracting label images from control images, 2M 0b ·f·T 1b ·(1-e -τ/T1b) /e w/T1b , is acquired by subtracting M 0b ·f·{τ-2T 1b (1-e -τ/T1b )/ e w/T1 } from M 0B ·f·τ. ) -
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Proton-density-weighted images (PD images) are used for M 0 measurement. However, the receivable signal range may be exceeded when standard PD images are used [16] . Therefore, the reference images are used with the same TE and TR as the water suppression PD images that apply a saturation pulse t sat seconds before acquiring PD images [16] (these reference images are also called water sensitivity images [17] ). Therefore, M 0 may be expressed as follows using the signal intensity obtained:
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Therefore, when (5) is substituted into the left side of equation (4), with (6) and (7) into the right side,
Therefore, when (5) is substituted into the left side of equation (4), with (6) and (7) into the right side, it creates equation (1) for f. 
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However, equation (1) is only true when τ<τmax or Δt<w. τmax is the maximum continued time of label application up to when the labeled arterial blood within the brain tissue becomes fully inverted and there is no further improvement in SNR on the subtraction images. Δt is the delay for labeled blood to first arrive at the imaging area after application of the inversion pulse. Other conditions are expressed as below 14 :
However, equation (1) is only true when t<t max or Dt<w. t max is the maximum continued time of label application up to when the labeled arterial blood within the brain tissue becomes fully inverted and there is no further improvement in SNR on the subtraction images. Dt is the delay for labeled blood to first arrive at the imaging area after application of the inversion pulse. Other conditions are expressed as below [14] :
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However, equation (1) is only true when τ<τ max or Δt<w. τ max is the maximum continued time of label application up to when the labeled arterial blood within the brain tissue becomes fully inverted and there is no further improvement in SNR on the subtraction images. Δt is the delay for labeled blood to first arrive at the imaging area after application of the inversion pulse. Other conditions are expressed as below 14 :
Continuous ASL in finished product version
Equations (9) to (12) reflect changes in w at a gradual increase from 0 when blood flow f is constant. Accordingly, w must be set after ascertaining Dt of each area of the targeted brain. However, Dt varies according to differences in patient age, measurement site, presence or absence of a lesion narrowing or blocking the artery, and anomalous arteries. Moreover, Dt may be influenced by blood flow f. Furthermore, when w is prolonged too much, the inversion spin of the labeled blood returns to normal, which may reduce the signal difference between control and labeled images and therefore the SNR as well. Thus, it is not easy to set w according to each individual.
In actual clinical settings in the finished version, w is not set for each of the individual cases but used as a fixed value. For example, in the event of clinical 3.0-Tesla MRI devices, w is often fixed at either 1.5 seconds or 2.5 seconds. Under such practical conditions, CBF images may be sensitive to the reduced blood flow or blood flow velocity, such as in cerebral infarction, cerebrovascular stenosis, and obstruction. In this section, the imaging phantom is assumed to be a single, well-mixed compartment with intra-and extravascular water in perfect communication with penetration of a single tube, similar to the model shown in Figure 1 . Labeled water enters and leaves with perfusion rate f. These conditions are specifically expressed in the following ways:
13 at either 1.5 seconds or 2.5 seconds. Under such practical conditions, CBF the reduced blood flow or blood flow velocity, such as in cerebral infarction and obstruction. In this section, the imaging phantom is assumed to be a si compartment with intra-and extravascular water in perfect communication single tube, similar to the model shown in Figure 1 . Labeled water enters a rate f . These conditions are specifically expressed in the following ways:
Here, f' expresses CBF value measured with ASL while f signifies true CBF va equation (13), f min is the minimum CBF value that can be detected from the signa between control images and label images with given fixed τ and w. Therefore, it follow f does not reach f min , f' cannot be detected with ASL and remains 0. Moreover, if v ia is arterial vessel internal volume of the path that labeled blood is flowing through u region of interest, the equation v ia =(τ+w)･f min is established. Next, equation (14) can the following manner. Even if CBF value increases more than f min , f' is underestima This is because equation (11) is practically used for calculation of f' although equatio theoretically used. Therefore, it follows that:
Here, f' expresses CBF value measured with ASL while f signifies true CBF va equation (13), f min is the minimum CBF value that can be detected from the signa between control images and label images with given fixed τ and w. Therefore, it follow f does not reach f min , f' cannot be detected with ASL and remains 0. Moreover, if v ia is arterial vessel internal volume of the path that labeled blood is flowing through un region of interest, the equation v ia =(τ+w)･f min is established. Next, equation (14) can the following manner. Even if CBF value increases more than f min , f' is underestima
Here, f' expresses CBF value measured with ASL while f signifies true CBF value. To explain equation (13), f min is the minimum CBF value that can be detected from the signal difference DM between control images and label images with given fixed t and w. Therefore, it follows that as long as f does not reach fmin, f' cannot be detected with ASL and remains 0. Moreover, if v ia is set as the virtual arterial vessel internal volume of the path that labeled blood is flowing through until reaching the region of interest, the equation v ia =(t+w)·f min is established. Next, equation (14) can be explained in the following manner. Even if CBF value increases more than f min , f' is underestimated more than f. This is because equation (11) is practically used for calculation of f' although equation (10) should be theoretically used. Therefore, it follows that:
Here, f' expresses CBF value measured with ASL while f signifies true CBF value. To equation (13), f min is the minimum CBF value that can be detected from the signal differ between control images and label images with given fixed τ and w. Therefore, it follows that f does not reach f min , f' cannot be detected with ASL and remains 0. Moreover, if v ia is set as t arterial vessel internal volume of the path that labeled blood is flowing through until rea region of interest, the equation v ia =(τ+w)･f min is established. Next, equation (14) can be exp the following manner. Even if CBF value increases more than f min , f' is underestimated mo This is because equation (11) is practically used for calculation of f' although equation (10) theoretically used. Therefore, it follows that:
Here, f' expresses CBF value measured with ASL while f sig equation (13) This is because equation (11) is practically used for calculation of theoretically used. Therefore, it follows that:
Meanwhile, when CBF value f increases, Dt decreases. However, the labeled blood follows the same path. Therefore:
Meanwhile, when CBF value f increases, Δt decreases. Howeve path. Therefore:
Substituting this creates equation (14) . When f increases furthe finally valid for f'. Therefore, equation (15) , f' = f, is establishe 
Substituting this creates equation (14) . When f increases further finally valid for f'. Therefore, equation (15) , f' = f, is establishe ��� � •f min < f. However, this is when f is substituted for the f' in e eventually stops changing even with increases in f, f' becomes fi (18) Substituting this creates equation (14) . When f increases further, equation (11) (i.e., equation (4)) is finally valid for f'. Therefore, equation (15) , f'=f, is established. The condition for this is a state of Meanwhile, when CBF value f increases, Δt decreases. Howe path. Therefore:
Substituting this creates equation (14) . When f increases furt finally valid for f'. Therefore, equation (15) , f ' = f, is establis ��� � •f min < f. However, this is when f is substituted for the f' i eventually stops changing even with increases in f, f' become f peak. This is because the labeled blood volume in the brain t maximum blood volume is expressed as v label , then v label = pseudo-continuous inversion pulse can be infinitely extended Figure 2 depicts a virtual graph of (13) to (16) （mL/100g/ min), τ=1.5 (sec), w=1.5 (sec) and w=2.5 (sec < f. However, this is when f is substituted for the f' in equation (14) . Furthermore, when DM eventually stops changing even with increases in f, f' becomes fixed at a specific blood flow value of f peak. This is because the labeled blood volume in the brain tissue has reached its maximum. If this maximum blood volume is expressed as v label , then v label =f peak ·t is true. If the duration of the pseudo-continuous inversion pulse can be infinitely extended, the CBV (mL/1g brain tissue)=f peak ·t. (13) to (16) with f min =20 (mL/100 g/min), fpeak=90 (mL/100 g/min), t=1.5 (sec), w=1.5 (sec) and w=2.5 (sec), particularly to highlight changes in equation (14) . In equation (14) with w=1.5 (sec), the approximated curve using the secondary equation is: However, the equations (13) to (16) 
IV) Conclusion
Although ASL is a useful MRI technique that allows for CBF to be m low SNR has been a problem. Continuous ASL can provide relatively reliab high SNR, and we expect that it will gain further popularity in future. We hop understanding of equations to measure absolute cerebral blood flow and to ga mechanisms underlying continuous ASL.
Since equation (19) is a concave down parabola, it means that equation (14) draws a curve that is slightly concave down compared to a straight line. Moreover, a condition of equation (19) is that w=1.5 (sec) and that f is in the range of 20-40 (mL/100 g/min); but when w=2.5 (sec), f changes to 15-24 (mL/100 g/min).
However, the equations (13) to (16) do not necessarily represent the actual situation of the human brain perfusion because the normal cerebral blood passes through multiple paths and the reduced blood supply can lead to development of the collateral channels. It should be emphasized again that these equations have been simplified in order to roughly understand the differences in cerebral blood flow values and true cerebral blood flow value measured in ASL-MRI.
Conclusions
Although ASL is a useful MRI technique that allows for CBF to be measured non-invasively, low SNR has been a problem. Continuous ASL can provide relatively reliable measurements with a high SNR, and we expect that it will gain further popularity in future. We hope that this paper helps in understanding of equations to measure absolute cerebral blood flow and to gain deeper insight into the mechanisms underlying continuous ASL.
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